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LIFO UPDATE 
If you had called me personally to ask "What's 

happening lately with LIFO that I need to know 
about?" ... Here's whati'd say: " 

#1. LIFO FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
CONFORMITY REQUIREMENT. As we remind 

readers constantly,·· this isttle biggest booby trap of 
all. The IRS has several dealers in its clutches right 
now who are facing the retroactive termination of 
their LI FO elections because of "problems" with their 
12th or 13th statement sent to the manufacturers or 
to the credit corporations. 

This IRS audit activity is particularly heavy in 
Texas and it is taking on some bizarre aspects. In 
one case, the examining agent handed the taxpayer 
somebody else's "boilerplate" report and Simply said 
"tell me why I shouldn't terminate your LIFO election." 

A request for Technical Advice on dealer confor
"mity is in process and it includes many technical 
reasons which could provide a way for the IRS to 
back away from this issue gracefully ... and non
confrontationally. 

:', 

With the Commissioner ... and Congress ... so de
pendent on voluntary compliance, why allow a cred
ibility gap over this issue to undo years of progress? 

Everybody seems to be waiting to see wh~t will 
happen to somebody else first. Thafs !part of the 
problem. Another is that no one seems to know 
which branch (National Tax Office, the Treasury, the 
Motor Vehicle ISP?) is encouraging the aggressive 
positions some examining agents are taking. The 
IRS audit side is highly integrated on this issue and 
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seems to have extremely effective and almost instan
taneous communication. 

From a different point of view, see pages 10-11 : 
"Who's Minding The Store?" 

#2. AICPA NATIONAL AUTO 
PEALERSHIP COt,lFERENCE. The AICPA First 

Annual Auto Dealership Conference to be held in Las 
Vegas October 31-November 1 will include several 
speakers {discussing LIFO) ... Robert C. Zwiers, the 
IRS/MSSP Specialist, J. Peter Kitzmiller from NADA. 
and Lookout editor Willard J. De Filipps, who will be 
presenting a "LIFO Update" session. This Confer
ence is sold out, but the AICPA is scheduling another 
just like it in December. 

#3. IRS CLARIFIES C TO S COt,lYERSIONS. 
Revenue Procedure 94-61 issued in August pro
vides a good example showing how C corporations 
electing S status should handle their LIFO 
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LIFO Update (Continued from page 1) 

computations and many other uclarifications." It 
also raises still more problems. New math: One 
Answered Question = More New Problem!;;. 

Any CPA involved with financial statements (cer
tified or not) or who prepared tax returns on the 
mistaken assumption that the S corporation election 
terminated the LIFO election ... has a host of prob
lems and liabilities to deal with now. You can 'refer to 
your June, 1994 LIFO Lookout: "Changes from C-S 
to S-C Status: It Only Gets Worse tor LIFO Invento
ries· as background tor further coverage in this issue. 

#4. REPLACEMENT COST ACCOUNTING, 
LIFO ANP PARTS-ryPEINVENTORIES. 

The June, 1994 LIFO Lookout also indicated our 
expectation that a Letter Ruling/T AM was coming on 
the use of replacement cost for valuing inventories 
that would essentially knock out that accounting 
method and to be used instead. 

=" ':' , issued on August 29, 
, articles. See the 

#5. ALTERNATIVE LlFO,THE IRS/MSSP 
LISTINGS OF NEW ITEMS, & IRS 
COMPLIANCE CHECKS OF 92-79 PEALERS. 

In LIFO Update #4 last quarter, we discussed the 
IRS' spot-checks (not examinations) to assess com
pliance with Revenue Procedure 92 .. 79. We are now 
hearing from some CPAs that the agents guided by 
the MSSP are using a somewhat restrictive list of new 
items as a yardstick for checking dealer computations. 

It appears that the ISP-MSSP's listing of new 
items has not been coordinated with the IRS National 
Tax Office in Washington, D.C. as far as various 
interpretations go and agents conducting these re
views are arbitrarily determining deficiencies in LIFO 
computations where differences in new item analysis 
have occurred. Apparently, this listing was never 
coordinated or reviewed by the National Tax Office 
which wrote Revenue Procedure 92-79. 

Some dealers and CPAs are confused because 
they think lithe , made certain, determinations 
in this regard., 

exam'" n9 to 
conveys 'he IRS'" thinking without 

letting on there is room for disagreement. Even 
if there is, many dealers and their CPAs feel that 

Hopefully, we will soon, have some clarification 
and/or,'interpretation from the National Office to guide 
us on some of the questions that have surfaced in 
working with the Alternative LIFO Method. For some 
dealers, this affects their last three taxable years ... 
and that's a long time to be in the dark. 

In "ConfusionCreepingBack into Alternative LI FO 
Method," we can't help but ask: How many steps 
backward are necessary before we can go forward 
again? See page 9. 

#6. ISP pApERS. Over the summer, the Motor 
Vehicle industry Specialization Program released three 
proposed Coordinated Issue Papers, twQofwhich are 
analyzed in this ,issue of the Lookout. These Issue 
Papers seem to reflect the lack of a uniform "I 

InrtAr!:l.tg'n ,Hi more matters. 

:.' '. .' 

Articles in this issue of the Lookout (pages 16-20) 
relate to 

the IRS warnings on sampling shortcuts and 
how the I RS thinks dual indexes for valuing incre
ments should be computed. 
Although there are gaps in the theory and 

concepts, the I RS' conclusions are unm istakably harsh 
and restrictive. 

A third Issue Paper released this year addressing 
dollar-value LIFO/bargain purchase inventory will be 
covered in a future issue of the Lookout. 

#7. INVENTORY AND LIFO CHANGES 
IN GATT FUNDING PACKAGE. The General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) requires 
funding action by Congress and changes have been 
proposed for certain inventory and LIFO accounting 
practices. 

Proposed change would eliminate writedowns 
under the lower of cost or market method and prohibit 
the use of the components-of-cost method for valuing 
LIFO inventories. A third would allow taxpayers using 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes to use 100% of 
the index change (instead of only 80%). 

The AICPA has opposed the repeal of the lower 
of cost or market method and many larger firms have 
opposed repeal of the component-ot-cost LIFO 
method. (Nobody's objecting to the third proposal!) 
The status of all proposals at this time is uncertain. * 



REPLACEMENT COST ACCOUNTING 
FOR IIPARTS-TYPEII INVENTORIES 

THE IRS SAYS "NO" 

Standard industry practice, generally accepted 
accounting principles, franchise requirements im
posed by manufacturers and standardized inventory 
accounting systems for such inventories all recog
nize that - as a practical matter - these diverse 
inventories cannot be valued at year-end by using 
amWllcost. Instead, these parts-type inventories 
are valued using the most recent price information 
taken from manufacturers' catalogs or price lists, or 
the most recent price paid for that item. These 
practices are uniformly followed even though theo
retically it is possible to go back and do a detailed, 
perpetual cost accounting for each individual item in 
inventory ... were it not prohibitively expensive to do so. 

In inflationary times, inventories valued using 
replacement cost accounting are somewhat over
stated, and this means that income taxes are being 
paid In adyance ... unless businesses are using LIFO 
to mitigate the overstatement in year-end inventories. 

The taxpayer in Letter Ruling 9433004 (August 
29, 1994) is a retail dealer of heavy-duty trucks and 
truck parts and accessories. The taxpayer's Form 
970 elected the dollar-value, link-chain LI FO method 
for its and . . inventories. It also 

... '.':':. .':'" ~ ... iJI ('It.HI 
determine its total current-year cost of these items. 
This replacement cost was determined by reference 
to the manufacturer's list on the last 

ofthe:' 
.', .:.' 

, L TR 9433004 

The examining agent contended that the 
taxpayer's use of replacement cost was not in accor
dance with its election to determine the total current
year cost of parts and accessories by reference to the 
actual cost of most recent purchases. The examining 
agent also contended that use of replacement cost 

The taxpayer argued that its consistent use of its 
method of accounting for parts and accessories 
inventory satisfies the requirements under Code 
Section 471 and Reg. Section 1.471-2 insofar as its 
method for inventory valuation (1) conforms as nearly 
as may be to the best accounting practice in the 
trade or business and (2) clearly reflects Income. 

The IRS relied heavily on the Supreme Court's 
holding in Thor Power Too/(1979) that writedowns of 
excess inventory did not clearly reflect income be
cause they were prohibited by regulation ... even 
though they were in accordance with generally ac
cepted accounting prinCiples (GAAP) for financial 
reporting purposes. The I RS concluded that any 
specific statutory or regulatory requirement appli
cable to LIFO must be complied with in order for a 
method to clearly reflect income. 

According to the IRS, the applicable regulation 
provides that the total current-year cost of items 
making up a dollar-value LIFO pool be determined by 
reference to the actual CQst of the goods most 
recently purchased or produced. By its specific 
language, cost must be determined by reference to 
actual cost. Thus, the taxpayer's use of replacement 
cost violated this specific regulation. 

The Letter Ruling also states that. under Reg. 
Sec. 1.472-8(e)(2)(ii)(d), taxpayers are permitted to 
determine the total current-year cost of items making 
up an inventory pool pursuant to any other proper 
method which, in the opinion of the Commissioner, 
clearly reflects income. However, the taxpayer had 
specifically elected on the Form 970 filed to deter
mine the total current-year cost of items in its parts 
and accessories inventory pool by reference to the 
actual CQst of its most recent purchases of these 
goods. Therefore, the National Office felt it unnec
essary to consider whether taxpayer's use of re
placement cost would be permitted as an "other" 
increment valuation method. In this ard, the IRS 
did say that ...... . 

. .....: .' : ...:··'noneyear,'ihe·:·>la)(:Da'Ver 
believed the alTlountof inflation computed by using 
the manufacturer's price appreciation lists was unre
alistically high and ... to be "fair" about it to the 
IRS(!) ... the taxpayer used an index considerably 
lower than the price appreciation reported for the 
year by the manufacturer. 

see THE IRS SAYS NO .... page 4 
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(Continued from page 3) 

The IRS expressed its view that replacement cost 
is "arguably" more analogous to the concept of "mar· 
ket" in the lower of cost or market (LCM) inventory 
method, under which the term "market" generally 
means the current bid price prevailing at the date of 
the inventory for the particular merchandise in the 
volume the' 

Although for purposes of some LIFO inventory 
methods (e.g., the retail LIFO method), cost may be 
based on something other than actual cost, the IRS 
held that the taxpayer in question was using replace
ment cost as a surrogate for the actual cost of its parts 
and accessories ... and the "taxpayer may never have 
actually purchased these items for the replacement 
cost amount, even at a different point in time." 

The discussion of IRS Letter Rulings 
75031303508 and 8906001 were included in the 
June, 1994 LIFO Lookout article, as were some 
further LIFO technicalities ... none of which are men
tioned in the IRS' current Letter Ruling 9433004. 

Although not necessary for it to reach its 
the IRS stated that' ...... .. . 

FRED, FRED ••• WHERE ARE YOU? 
PLEASE COME BACK 

Wouldn't it be nice if some IRS technicians took to 
heart what former IRS Commissioner Fred T. Goldberg, 
Jr. meant when he said in 1990 that: 

"the IRS needs to build on, and ... accommodate 
common commercial practice. We can't operate 
on the assumption that...small businesses ... can 
be expected to modify and tailor their behavior to 
the world of taxes - it to run in the other 

And, in connection with Compliance 2000 objectives, 
haven't some IRS Commissioners since then said some
thing about IRS agents needing to get a better YWBr: 
standing of the business they are auditing? 

1::::II!::::!~I%:::::,I~:::::tmp!9PI~: (In other words, the 
taxpayefwollld have been better off if it had simply 
and blindly used the unrealistic result provided by the 
manufacturer's appreCiation lists.) 

In this Letter Ruling, the IRS picked a very "good" 
fact pattern for itself - and an equally "bad" fact 
pattern for taxpayers. Although the IRS has, with 
supreme confidence, stated that replacement cost 
cannot" be used ... can it tell us what method entire 
industries really should be using instead? 

Accompanying articles discuss practical implica
tions and provide more details. 

* 
·:~r 

In the LIFO context, possibly all of the technical 
sparring necessary to resolve this issue might come down 
to whether the taxpayer elected on Form 970 to use the 
"double extension" method in Regulation Section 1.472-
8(e)(2) or to use an "other" method for valuing the dollar
value pools. Under the regulation cited above - 8(e)(2), 
specific rules are provided for the double extension method. 
Under 472-8(e)(1), other methods are referred to, but not 
given any special rules. 

Therefore, if a taxpayer had elected to use the link
chain method (and was covered under -8(e)(1)), a case 
may be made that Regulation Sections 1.472-2(b) and (c) 
are applicable. Under this interpretation, it would appear 
that a distributor or parts-type inventory taxpayer that had 
valued its pre-UFO Inventory at unit costs based on 
last vendor sheet prices or catalog costs or replacement 
costs would not be required to recalculate the last pre
LIFO inventory at actual cost. 

.. Because Sec. 1 

This interpretation would help taxpayers avoid the 
need to perform detailed "actual cost" computations which 
the IRS may now be insisting upon. 

~V~OI~'4~.~N~O'~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~D~e~F~il~iP~P~S'~L~IF~O~L~O~O~K~O~U~T 
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REPLAe~M.eNT COST ACCOUNTING LTR 9433004 
IS THERE ANY HOPE? •. WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?'" .. 

For starters, relax a bit ... things may not be as 
bad as they seem. The IRS has just what it wanted: 
A Letter Ruling based on "bad" facts that shout a 
conclusion that many superficial observers may ac
cept at far more than face value. Second, remember 
that every Letter Ruling/TAM concludes with the 
statement that Section 611 Oij)(3) of the Code pro
vides that it may not be used or cited as precedent 
But, everybody does that every day ... even the IRS. 

Let's further analyze this Letter Ruling to see 
which taxpayers currently using replacement cost 
accounting might not necessarily be adversely af
fected by it. What possible distinguishing facts or 
characteristics can we identify? 

as the facts of' matter. the in 
question never used actual cost ... it always had used 
replacement cost I For parts-type inventories, a 
more accurate response to the Form 970 require
ment for aQrim description of the Hcost system used" 
might be: 

"Parts and Accessories: Pursuant to 
accepted industry-wide practice, the cost of 
parts and accessories inventories is deter
mined at year-end by reference to manufac
turer current price lists in effect at year-end. 
As a result, the ending parts and accessories 
inventory is valued at higher replacement 
costs. This practice results 'in an overall 
valuation for parts and accessories invento
ries that closely approximates, but usually is 
slightly in excess of, cost." 

This language is taken right from our LIFO Semi
nar Manual and has been employed countless times. 
It holds true in of . 
and':' 

a 
such as using average quarterly inventory ~mounts 
or average monthly inventory amounts inStead of 
simply using an annual average of opening and 
closing inventory amounts). 

or even ex
ceeding, the industry turnover rate, the taxpayer 
should be in a better position to demonstrate that it 
would have purchased in the normal course of its 
operations items in its parts inventory at year-end at 
the replacement costs listed in the manufacturer's 
price lists. Obviously, the IRS' broad and speculative 
argument that the " ... taxpayer may never ... " will be 
impossible to refute if the IRS doesn't give an inch on 
this perfectionistic line of reasoning into never-land. 
Who knows what may ever happen in the future? 

The AICPA's Auto Dealership Engagement 
Manual (Sections 3.306 and 3.307) supports the 
industry practice of maintaining parts inventory at 
current replacement costs, for which unit costs are 
typically updated at the beginning of each month 
(from information received from the manufacturer) to 

. reflect current replacement cost~. Section 3.307 of 

It would seem that taxpayers using replacement 
cost accounting in connection with their parts-type 
LIFO or non-LIFO inventories at a minimum to 

':: . :::. '::' ," ,.:.' :::. :':'. .::. 

Another factor suggesting ... cautlon ... but not 
necessarily disaster: If a taxpayer is using price 
appreciation information provided by a manufacturer 
to derive its own for the 

. .::: 

see REPLACEMENT COST ACCOUNTING ••• IS THERE ANY HOPE?, page 7 
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REPLACEMENT COST ACCOUNTING 
FOR "PARTS-TYPE" INVENTORIES 

WHAT THE IRS SAID IN LTR 9433004 

ISSUE 

LTR 9433004 

HOLDING 

Is taxpayer that elected to use the dollar-value 
last-in, first-out (LIFO) link-chain inventory method 
and to determine total current year costof item~ in 
its parts and accessories inventory pool using 
most recent purchases permiUed to yse re
placement .COst Instead of the.actual cost of 
most recent purchases in determining its total 
current year cost for this inventory pool? 

.tm:. Taxpayer isDll permitted to use replacement 
cosUo determine total current-year cost of items in 
its pa~ and accessories inventory pool. 

.... .: 

Section 472(b)(2) ofthe Code provides that in inventorying goods under the LIFO method, the taxpayer shall 
inventory them at cost. Any taxpayer may elect to determine the cost of its LIFO inventories under the dollar
value LIFO method, provided such method is used consistently and clearly reflects income. 

The total current-year cost of items making up a pool may be determined: 

(a) By reference to the actyal cost of the goods most recently purchased; 
(b) By reference to the actyal cost of the goods purchased during the tax year in the order of acquisition; 
(c) By the application of an average Ynltcost equal to the aggregate cost of all of the goods purchased 

throughout the tax year divided by the total number of units $0 .purchased; or 
(d) Pursuant to any other prgper metbod which, in the opinion of the Commissioner, clearly reflects 

income. (Note: (a), (b), (c) and (d) are all part of Question 6 on the Form 970.) 
" " " ::. ':" :. ..... ," 

':: ,::.' ," .:: ", ", :::, . 

However, in Thor Power Tool Co. v. Commissioner, 439 U.S. 522 (1979), the United States Supreme Court 
held the taxpayer's writedown of excess inventory did not clearly reflect income because the writedown was in 
direct contravention to specific regulatory authority notwithstanding the fact that the taxpayer's writedowns of its 
excess inventory were in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for financial 
reporting purposes. Thus, any specific statutory or regulatory requirement applicable to LIFO must be complied 
with in order to conclude that a taxpayer's method clearly reflects income. In other words, compliance with the 
specific LIFO requirements is a prerequisite to clearly reflecting income. 

(a) which provides that the total 
reference to the actyal cost of 

that cost be 

Under Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(e)(2)(ii)(d), taxpayers are permitted to determine the total current-year cost of items 
making up an inventory pool pursuant to any other proper method which, in the opinion ofthe Commissioner, 
clearly reflects Income. Because the taxpayer specifically elected on its Form 970 to determine the total 
current-year cost of items in its parts and accessories inventory pool by reference to the actual cost of its most 

see REPLACEMENT COST ACCOUNTING ••• WHAT THE IRS SAID IN LTR9433004, page 8 
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Replacement Cost Accountlng ... ls There Any Hope? (Cootjouedfrorn page 5) 

inventory mix at different times during the year, as well as the assumed inventory mix inherent in any price 
information the manufacturer provides. Still another problem surrounds how, or if, new items are being treated 
or repriced in the compilation of that inflation information. 

Finally, observe how the taxpayer addressed in the Ruling thought it was being a good citizen by doing 
something "reasonable" in not using the manufacturer's appreciation figures for the year because the results 
seemed to be "lJnrealistically '" 

This was an obvious good faith effort by the taxpayer NOT to run afoul of the "clear reflection of income" 
standard by overstating the inflation index for the year. For its good intentions, the taxpayer was slapped by the 
IRS with the charge that it had changed its accounting method without first obtaining permission. (Sin of sins!) 
So much for trying to "do right by the IRS" in matters of conscience or fairness. Observe carefully here how the 

.... '.: ".; .... '. ...... ..... ...•.. :.' 

One IRS concern is that possibly replacement cost at year-end might be lower than actual cost and this 
would create a conflict with the statutory requirement that LIFO inventories be stated at cost. Shouldn't 
somebody try to persuade the Treasury!1 RS that for many decades (do you remember deflation?) the general 
price trend has been inflationary ... and that using replacement costs results in the mpayment of tax by 
businesses not using LIFO? Maybe some taxpayers will file Forms 3115 (better yet. refund claims) using 
ersatz "cost" computations to make this point. * 

SUGGESTIONS FOR COPING WITH LETTER RULING 9433004 

1. ::.'tmi!Y:~"~:@I.ni:~t§¢ijt.llu.:.t.:mllQ!:9.1§.r;p~t;,!n¥@ntgr!@~,in'tl1@.~n~pm@nt\9,~Q~.,E§rm.: •••• 
WQ7Qfm (See the suggested descriptive wording in this article and modify it to your situation accordingly,) 

2. ::::li:::~lriml:::fll~::~R::il~i~:'II~::I~!:;p.:::(lml~I·~li,¥~!.::itllll.pg~ (unless, of course, it really is). 

3. On question 6(a) on the Form970,rt.t.r.9.9.~n"!:~M.!99:{l;n:~!!1nnl;!09r@m!m~19mn~mQl~~t;8m~tl1q9;'< 
under Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(e)(2)(ii)(df'ThisdriaYbe"described"bYlanguageaIOnglhefoHowinglines:" . 

"Taxpayer elects to value any annual increment (as determined under the link-chain, index 
method) by applying an index developed with reference to the specific identification of items in 
inventory at year-end, and this method will closely approximate the 'most recent purchase method.'" 

4. ::::QEiP,::::IIItEI.01:::nl.V@oll::::tgropYit::mjlrm4.t@,g, to demonstrate that the use of replacement cost 
"approximates" or "closely approximates" actual cost. (This apparently was a problem for the taxpayer 
in this ruling.) 

5. :~::I~::ir@p"tj~::'~:l:xp!A!Q::I:I1:::~BI::ig@Q~:"b.Qim.'Qqfip.tijfgf:'fip.rig!'~iQQ~ofgfmij~~QQ!§pgmpil.~~·. Call the 
manufacturer and find out now ... and get it in writing. This may be tough, but be persistent. 

6. 

index (to what it believed to be more ih line with 
devastating weapon. 

conditions), unintentionally gave the IRS a 

7. :;::"ij~t:b.i.e.I.P~Uijl.:Ji9hfi.,:irgijml.o.J$; including the history of the Regulations going as far back as 1942 
''tH'lifcarl''S'emade;blifwerenof'ralsediri the Ruling. See "Further Replacement Cost LIFO Technicalities" 
on page 4. 

8. 
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Replacement Cost Accountlng",What the IRS Said In LTR 9433004 (Continued from page 6) 

recent purchases of these goods, it is unnecessary to opine as to whether taxpayer's use of replacement cost 
would be itted under Section 1.472-8 (ii)(d) as an "other" increment valuation method. 

For:: 'retail pr'ices' on hand at the 
year ent or of each class of goods is reduced to approximate cost based on a 

cost to retail ratio. Similarly, under the Inventory Price IndexComputation (IPIC) method, manufacturers are 
required to convert Producer Price Indexes (based on the producers' selling prices) to cost price indexes based 
on gross margins. 

However, these other methods used to derive the "approximate" cost of items comprising a LIFO increment 
are, nevertheless, based on actual cost data, albeit not necessarily the actual cost of items actually in or deemed 
to be in ending inventory under the LI FO cost flow assumption. In thlsica,e, taxpayer Is using the replacement 
costs of Its parts and accessories as a surrogate for their actual cost. Taxpayer mu never have actually 

, purchased these Items for the replacement cost amount, even at a different point in time. * 
LIFO IN A WINERY 

In a Tax Court Memo Decision (1994-396) ... Oak 
Knoll Cellar v. Comm .... filed August 18, 1994, tax
payers challenged the authority of the I RS to question 
their LIFO computations and tried to recover attor
neys fees when the IRS later dropped all objections 
to their LIFO computations. 

ax the wide latitude 
and authority the IRS has to question LIFO methods 
and later concede them without liability for an award 
for attorneys fees. 
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CONFUSION CREEPING BACK IN.TO THE ALTERNATIVE LIFO METHOD 
SHOULD "SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE" MEAN "GUESSING RIGHT"? 

The party's over: The ISP seems to be taking a 
very restrictive view of what constitutes a "new 
item"".in direct contradiction to Revenue Procedure 
92-79, as written by the National Tax Office. 

New minor tooling efforts to revise auto 
trim items, i.e., bumpers, molding, ferrings, 
etc. (lowest level of change). 
New moderate tooling efforts to revise 
drive train items, i.e., transmissions, rear 
axle design, etc. 
New tooling for some engine and acces
sory changes, a minor "refreshening" of 
body design parts such as fenders, trunk 
shape, grille area parts (every 2-3 years). 
New tooling for a major refreshening of 
body design parts, engine and accesso
ries, i.e., complete new body style, but still 
within prior year's vehicles overall shape. 
Complete new extensive tooling for a "plat
form" change which introduces a new 
overall length and/or width of the car. 
Occurs with introduction of new model or 
new class of car. 

Unless there were some change in a vehicle that 
caused a change in the model num ber, the fifth level 
revision appears to be the one contem plated as the 
level signalling a "new" item for purposes of Revenue 
Procedure 92-79. 

Section 4.02(5) defined a new item category as 
(1) a new or reassigned manufacturer's model code 
that was caused by a change in an existing vehicle, 
(2) a manufacturer's model code created or reas
signed because the classified vehicle did not previ
ously exist, or (3) if there has been no change in the 
manufacturer's model code, but there has been a 
change to the pl"tform, then a new item category 
is created whether or not the same model name was 
previously used by the manufacturer. 

'::, .:. .: ::' ,:::" .:::.: ':: 

':::;:''''''''''','''''''''':':'''''''',,,,,,'';. 
"'.. ", ' any 

WhIAt!1:ne'ver seems to characterized by these 
agents as resulting in a new item. Certain vehicles 
that were "reskinned" are treated by the MSSP as 
new items even though the model numbers didn't 
change. 

A few practitioners involved with "compliance 
checks" indicate that the Service is comparing ve
hicles treated as new items by the taxpayer with the 
list previously released by the MSSP and this, in 
substantial part, affects the compliance grade or 
determination the taxpayer receives for the year of 
change: 

1. You are in compliance with the election, 
2. You are substantially in compliance with 

the election, 
3. You are in compliance with the election 

but there are material errors in the com
putations. You may file an amended 
return{ ... )to correct any errors in the com
putations, or 

4. You are not in compliance with the e/ec
tion. You may be eligible for the relief 
provisions for Revenue Procedure 92-20 
or Revenue Procedure 92-85. 

In connection with these ratings, if the recom
puted LIFO reserve adjustment is under a certain 
dollar limit ($10,000) or a certain percentage of cost 
of sales (remember: this is not an audit), apparently 
the IRS won't "require" an amended return. 

The June, 1994 issue of the LIFO Lookoutexten
sively analyzed the MSSP's "unofficial" new item lists 
and numerous differences between those lists and 
others 

Another possible difference of interpretation re
lates to situations where the beginning inventory 
contains older model year vehicles. The 14-step 
methodology provides that more than one year's 
inflation may be included in an annual index be
cause averaging as to model years occurs in the 

see CONFUSION CREEPING BACK INTO THE ALTERNATIVE, page 10 
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Contusion Creeping Back Into the Alternatlye 

determination of the average base vehicle costs at 
both the beginning and the end of the year. Accord
ingly, a dealer with a beginning inventory which 
includes 1991 model vehicles and an ending inven
tory which includes 1993 model vehicles will reflect 
more than one year's worth of inflation for that year. 
Under Rev. Proc. 92-79, that's the result - even 
though it may be inaccurate. If, in the opinion of 92-
79 compliance checkers, only one year's worth of 
inflation is "allowable," what is one to do? These 
"compliance" checks are not official audits ... But, if 
they aren't..., What gm they? 

Some of us interpreting Revenue Procedure 
92-79 as written, or litera are concerned that an 

":::', 

As pOinted out in our Update comment on this, 
,,: 

(Continyed from page 9) 

• 

• 

Filing Form 3115. Timely filing. 

Proper pooling . 

Item category determination. 

New item determination. 

New items at 1.000. 

Rebasing indexes to 1.000 . 

Retention of invoices and calculations for 
review by IRS. 

Proper valuation of increment. 

More realistically, the National Office may take 
one position on a technical matter and the I RS/MSSP 
specialists and agents in the field may take a different 
position and enforce and communicate only their own 
in the field. 

NADA is trying to obtain I RS cooperation in 
reviewing and coordinating new item determina
tions so they can be timely released for 1995. 
Hopefully, this will happen. But what's to happen 
in the meantime? * 

Isn't it about time somebody asks: Who's minding the store? 

This has nothing to do with the usual technical arguments; but I 
think it haseyerythlng to do with resolving the conformity issue in favor 
of automobile dealers. 

If you agree, perhaps we can join together and assist NADA in 
bringing our concerns to the attention of the Treasury with a view 
toward clarifying ... once and tor all...this issue. 

I have in mind something like a petition. Something simple enough 
to express our concerns, yet broad enough - by reflecting many 
signatures - to reflect the unanim ity of opinion by CPAs willing to speak 
out on this matter. What do you think? How can we best ask: Who's 
minding the store? 
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AUTOMOBILE DEALERS LIFO CONFORMITY REQUIREMENTS 
WHAT DID THE TREASURY REALLYMEAN IN 19811 

The amendment of the regulations by the Treasury in 1981 was intended to provide ill taxpayers with ww 
from the LIFO conformity requirement. This is evident from a number of statements by high ranking Treasury/ 
IRS personnel. The majority of the changes, including all of the substantive changes, granted broad relief to 
larg~~ rations for information" of non-LIFO information . 

. :;:. ::.:. .::;.': ,.::: ..... ; 
Consider the statements of several ranking Treasury officials to different members of Congress. These 

statements were made at different times during the period when the regulations were in proposed form (Messers. 
Halperin and Lubick) as well as after the regulations were issued in final form (Mr. Chapoton). 

On February 12, 1980, Daniell. Halperin, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Tax Legislation, Department of the 
Treasury, stated the following during Hearings before the Subcommittee on Access to Equity Capital and 
Business Opportunities of the Committee on Small Business, House of Representatives: 

"Let me say this. We have, in the rules issued last July (1979), substantially eliminated difficulties. 
We have allowed supplemental disclosure of income on the LIFO (sic) so that the taxpayers are able to 
report to the shareholders and give shareholders information they should have without problems with 
the Internal Revenue Service." 

On October 24,1980, Ronald C. Lubick, Assistant Treasury Secretary for Tax Policy, in a letter to Senator 
Gaylord Nelson, Chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Small Business, stated: 

"In order to make the LIFO rules realistic in today's accounting environment of promulgating full 
financial disclosure, the IRS on July 20, 1979 issued proposed regulations to allow anytype of non
LIFO dlsclosurestatement. Thisliberalizationallowed major corporations using LI FO for tax and book 
purposes to comply with Statement No. 33 of the Financial Accounting Standards Board ... .The IRS is 
in the process of finalizing these regulations. 

"We believe the time has come to repeal the LIFO conformity requirement. We do not believe 
it serves any useful tax policy purposes. Repeal of the LIFO conformity requirement would save 
taxpayers, taxpayer representatives and the Internal Revenue Service from the burden of having to deal 
with rules that do not directly affect the computation of tax liability. In addition, it will greatly simplify the 
ability of small businesses to use the LIFO methods of inventory valuation." 

On September 25,1981, John E. Chapoton, Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy), Department of the Treasury. 
made the following statement before the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the Senate 
Finance Committee. This statement was made as part of his testimony before the Subcommittee presenting the 
views of the Treasury Department on various bills, including one to repeal the LIFO conformity requirement: 

" ... it is Treasury's position that this relief should come in the form of amending current rules with 
respect to the LIFO method to make that method more accessible to al/ businesses. We have taken 
steps in this regard. For Instance, the LIFO conformity rules ... have been significantly liberalized." 

Isn't it reasonable to interpret Mr. Lubick's reference to "repeal" of the LIFO conformity requirement as a 
reference to repealing the substance of the previously restrictive regulations? 

If the restrictive interpretations being advocated today by certain IRS agents had been brought up for 
of the ntatives and 

"::::::,. 
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LIFO RECAPTURE TAX & MECHANICS REV. PRoe. 94-61 
IN C TO S CONVERSIONS 

REVENUE PROCEDURE 94-61 PROVIDES GUIDANCE 
Our article in the June, 1994 LIFO Lookout on 

going from C to S conversions concluded that. .. "Until 
we have answers to these LIFO-related questions, 
switching from C to S status or vice versa unavoid
ably and automatically raises the possibility of night
marish tax consequences to be dealt with in the 
future." 

The "future" just arrived in the form of questions, 
answers and an example in Revenue Procedure 94-
61 (I.R.B. 1994-38,56). 

:" . }' ':. 

The IRS explains that collapsing the LIFO layers 
is appropriate because (1) the revaluation of ending 
inventory to FIFO (using the lower of cost or market 
as of the date of conversion to S status) is inconsis
tent with the LIFO layering approach and (2) Section 
1363(d) was enacted to create parity between LIFO 
and FIFO taxpayers when LIFO users elect to be 
taxed as S corporations. 

The indexforthe Special Collapsed Layer (for the 
last C corp year) is relevant only for the purpose of 
computing the LIFO carrying value of ,a. decrement in 
the event there is a decrement experienced in a later 
S year which has to be carried back to the LIFO 
inventory as of, or prior to, the last C corp year. 

Thus, this adjusted index for the Special Col
lapsed Layer would be used only if the end-of-year 
inventory, expressed in terms of base-year cost, for 
a taxable year subsequent to the last C corp taxable 
year (Le., in an S year), is less than the base-year 
cost of the inventory as of the last day of the last C 
year. 

ARE THESE OKAY? 

1. Allocating the LI FO reserve recapture amount 
pro rata to each annual increment layer on a 
"vertical slice" basis. 

2. Recomputing all prior years' ending inventories 
under FIFO and using ratios of the inventory 
balances as developed from that FIFO recompu
tation as the basis for allocating the LIFO recap
ture amount to the annual increment layers. 

3. Setting up a "suspense account" as the mecha
nism for keeping track of the LI FO reserve recap

. ture. 

Finally. Some Really Good News: As 
illustrated in the June, 1994 issue of the 
LIFO Lookout (see page 3) ,:;: .: ....:: 

But. Orie Caution: Carefully study the Unan
swered Questions on page 15 ... there's more to this 
than meets the eye! 
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LIFO RECAPTURE TAX & MECHANICS REV. PROC. 94-61 
IN C TO S CONVERSIONS 

SPECIAL "COLLAPSED LAYER" FOR PRE-S YEARS 

Taxpayer elected LIFO in 1988. On Oecember 31, 1991, the LIFO carrying value is $1,600 and the inventory 
is valued at $1,900 under the FIFO method using cost or market, whichever is lower. If the taxpayer elected to 
be taxed as an S corporation effective January 1, 1992, the LI FO recapture amount is $300 ($1 .900 less $1,600). 

The appropriate adjustments are made by collapsing the LIFO layers and adding the $300 LIFO recapture 
amount to the LIFO value of the as of the end of the 1991 taxable 

BEFORE 
Base LIFO Base LIFO 
Year Carrying Year Carrying 

~ ~ ~ QQ§1 ~ Value 

Jan. 1, 1988 Base-year $1,000 100% $1,000 100% 

Oec.31,1988 Layer 200 110% 220 110% 

Oec.31,1989 (Oecrement year) 115% 115% 

Oec.31,1990 Layer 100 120% 120 120% 

Oec.31,1991 Layer 200 130% 260 130% 

Totals $1.500 $1.500 $1.900 

* ($1,900 = $1,600 LIFO value + $300 recapture amount) 

Note that the beginning inventory is $1,900 for the 1992 taxable year, which is the first year the taxpayer is 
taxedasanS .. .. ... .. , ... ,.... , ... , { ..... . 

" " . " 

If, in 1992, the taxpayer's ending inventory at base-year cost is $1,400 (a decrement of $100), the LIFO 
carrying value of the Special Collapsed Layer Resulting From Section 1363(d) Adjustment will decrease by 
$126.67 00 x 1 to $1 ,373.33 ($1,400 x 1.2667, ignoring rounding). 

~ . . 

The index for the Special Collapsed Layer (for the last C corp year) is relevant only for the purpose of 
computing the LIFO carrying value of a decrement in the event there is a decrement experienced in a later S year 
which has to be carried back to the LIFO inventory as of, or prior to, the last C corp year. 

Thus, this adjusted index for the Special Collapsed Layer would be used only if the end-of-year inventory. 
expressed in terms of base-year cost, for a taxable year subsequent to the last C corp taxable year (Le., in an 
S year), is less than the base-year cost of the inventory as of the last day of the last C year. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

LIFO RECAPTURE TAX AND MECHANICS IN C TO S CONVERSIONS 

REVENUE PROCEDURE 94-61 

QUESTIONS IRS ANSWERS 

Does inclusion of the LIFO recapture amount in gross 1. NQ; the LIFO election is not terminated. Inclusion of the 
income of a C corporation under Section 1363(d) result in LIFO recapture amount in gross income will not result in 
the termination or discontinuance of the LIFO method? a termination or discontinuance of a taxpayer's LIFO 

election. 

How does a taxpayer make the appropriate adjustments 2. The appropriate method to effect the adjustment is to 
to the basis of inventory required by Section 1363(d)(l)? collapse any LIFO layers and add the LIFO recapture 

amount to the LIFO value of the ending inventory as of 
the end of the taxpayer's last year as a C corporation. 
See example. 

If a taxpayer makes the appropriate adjustment to the tax 3. NQ; the taxpayer does .!lQ1 violate the LIFO conformity 
basis of its inventory, as required by Section 1363(d), but requirement by making the appropriate adjustment to the 
does not make such adjustment for financial reporting basis of its inventory for tax purposes but not for financial 
purposes, is the LIFO conformity requirement violated? reporting purposes. The revenue procedure contains a 

detailed explanaUon of this favorable conclusion. 

Is a taxpayer entitled to reduce its gross income if the 4. NQ; the taxpayer may not reduce gross income under 
amount of its inventory under the LIFO method exceeds these circumstances. This is implicit from Section 
the amount of its inventory under the FIFO method? 1363(d)(3)'s definition of the term "LIFO recapture 

amount" as the. amount - if any - by which the inventory 
(This is where FIFO is less than LIFO - a "negative" LIFO amount under the FIFO method exceeds the amount of 
reserve situation.) such asset under the LIFO method. 

Maya net operating loss (NOL) carryover be applied 5. Yes, subject to applicable Code restrictions. To the extent 
against the LIFO recapture amount included in the gross the NOL carryover offsets the LIFO recapture amount, 
income of a C corporation? there would be no increase in tax by reason of Section 

1363(d). However, the appropriate Section 1363(d) 
adjustment to the basis of inventory is the LIFO recapture 
amount unreduced by any NOL carryover. 

If the LIFO method hilS been used for less than four 6. NQ; neither the number of installments nor the period for 
taxable yeilrs prior to a taxpayer's first year as an S their payment should be reduced. Any increase in the 
corporation, should the number of, or 12eriod over which, tax imposed as a result of including the LIFO recapture 
installment 12ayments for the additional tax resulting from amount in gross income shall be payable.in four equal 
the LIFO recapture amount be reduced from the four installments with the first installment being paid by the 
equal installments required in Section 1363(d)(2)? due date of the return for the electing corporations's last 

taxable year as a C corporation. The other three 
installments are due by the respective due dates of the S 
corporation's returns for the three succeeding taxable 
years without regard to the number of years the C 
corporation may have used the LIFO method. 

Should an S corporation's obligation to pay an installment 7. No; an S corporation should not include the obligation to 
of tax resulting from the LIFO recapture amount be taken pay an installment of tax resulting from the LIFO 
into account in determining the amount of estimated tax recapture amount in its determination of its estimated tax 
an S corporation is required to pay? payment under Section 6655. 

If an S corporation files a final return, are any unpaid 8. Yes; any remaining unpaid annual installments of the 
annual installments of the increase in tax required under increase in tax which would have been due by the 
Section 1363(d) (that otherwise would be payable in respective due dates of the S corporation's returns for the 
subsequent taxable years) due and payable with the S succeeding taxable years, are accelerated and are due and 
corporation's final return? payable with the S corporation's final return. 
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LIFO RECAPTURE TAX & MECHANICS REV. PRoe. 94-61 
INC CO 

~ .. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

cases taxpayer ~xplri~n~~d':a decr:~me'nt i~ the pr~vi6us':ye~r;? 
Procedure merely says the IRS will accept "any reasonable method" without 

any further clarification or illustration of either acceptable or unacceptable methods.) 

::: .. ue Io"rl",,,,,,,.rf, 

"""IV,"'''' may continue to be used in the future - it merely says 
thatfor years ending before Septem ber 19, 1994, the Service will accept "as appropriate any 
reasonable method ..... ) Presumably, any adjustments necessitated in the first year ending 
after September 19, 1994 would n.Ql constitute a change in accounting method requiring a 
Form 3115 filing. 

IaJC:oavel'S may 
on the mistaken assumption that 

they were not still on LIFO, that violation of the conformity requirement does not per se 
terminate their LIFO election since the Commissioner has discretionary authority in 
"conformity" situations.) 

This is a major problem. Hopefully, the NTO Accounting Methods Section will address it. 

,':', ":', .:.', 

.'. Can taxpayers apply the Hamilton result 
e~,.no on ustments) and make the net cumulative 

adjustmentfor all closed years in the earliest open year? For administrative purposes, would 
it be "easier" or "more practical" to roll the net change in the LIFO valuation forward to the 
beginning of the first taxable year ending after September 19, 1994 and take the net 
adjustment into income all at once? (See example at pages 2-3 in June, 1994 LIFO 
Lookout.) 

:::- . 
ng 

Maya "shortcut" method be used to 

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 

De Fillpps' LIFO LOOKOUT ~ Vol. 4, No.3 
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SAMPLIN,G SHORTCUTS: 
DON'T EVEN THINK ABOUT TRYING THESEI 

. may 
inartfully some technical terms are treated. 

IIIUI 
Whether a LIFO index developed by double-extending 
(Le., repricing) one segment of the inventory can be 
applied to another segment of the inventory that was not 
double-extended (i.e., repriced). 

The LI FO index cannot be applied to a portion 
of inventory which was not represented when 
the index was computed. 

Readers of the complete text of this Issue Paper with a technical eye will note the complete 
contradiction in the statement that "a t~payer using the index or IInk .. cbaln metbgd may compute an 
index by double extending a representative portJon ofthe inventory in apool or by the use of other sound 
and consistent statistical methods." In an earlier Coordinated Issue Paper (Definition of an Item, July, 
1989) ... as well as in the Appeals Coordinated Issue Paper in June, 1993 ... it is stated that "under the IInIl: 
cbaln metbod, the quantity ofeacb Item in the inventory pool at the close of the year is extended at both 
the beginning-of-the-year unit cost and the end-of-the-year unit cost." 

. . .. ... ., : .... : : 

:: meant 
SAll'\Ilr'A now ·or its tolerance of how that 

method mayoperate? Although it would help us all and be less distracting if the "I RS" had a better handle 
on its own theory, the point is that less than a complete command of theory and technical terms will not 
stand in the way of the IRS' ready attack of any LIFO method or practice it doesn't like under any guise, 
theoretical or not. 

In PLR 9332003, the statement appears: "even if X (i.e., the taxpayer) were able to prove no distortion 
had ever resulted from its method, there is no assurance that a distortion would not result in some future 
year." Is this not one of the most impossible and oppressive standards ever enunciated by the IRS to 
thwart a taxpayer's LIFO application? Incredibly, the very next sentence in the original text of PLR 
9332003 (which is not included in the text of the ISF'!) states: "accordingly, X must consider each Item, 
including the new models in its dollar-value LIFO pools, when computing its annual L1FOindexynderthe 
IInk.cbaln method." 

usually' evidence greater care in technical discussions? Is the 
National Office (which authored the PLR) ever consulted~ Coordinated Issue Papers are released? 
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PROHIBITED SAMPLING SHORTCUTS ISP 
TEXT OF ISP COORDINATED ISSUE PAPER APRIL 1994 

A taxpayer may ordinarily use only the so-called 
"double-extension" method for computing the base
year and current-year cost of a dollar-value inventory 
pool. This requires the repricingof~ item, i.e., no 
sampling is allowed in connection with the double
extension method. The Regulation also provides 
that an index may be computed by double-extending 
(i.e., repricing) a representative portion of the inven
tory pool or by the use of other sound and consIs
tent statistical methods. The index used must be 
appropriate to the inventory pool to which it is to be 
applied. 

Where the use of the double-extension method is 
impractical, the taxpayer may use the index method 
or the link-chain method. There are no examples or 
other regulations that relate specifically to the use of 
the index or link-chain methods. 

Even though the regulations do not provide spe- . 
cific rules for the link-chain or index methods, it is 
commonly agreed that those methods are concep
~u .. lly to the double-extension method. 

'method, the prin
ciples, concepts, and operating rules in the double
extension regulations are conceptually applicable to 
taxpayers on the index or link-chain methods. 

.: ':.:. :":: ..... ,', '.: ':. 

..,' .:: .. ':' . 
The use of the word "m.b.u" in the regulations 

implies that the "representative portion" must be 
selected and consistent statistical meth-
ods.: :: '.':' ,:::. :: . ':::: .:.'. ::' .' 

In PLR 9332003 the taxpayer argued that if a 
large portion of the inventory items are (sic) double
extended, the sample is representative. The Service 

Many taxpayers attempt to shortcut the 
requirements of the regulations. 

',:.:. .:.: :.' ~dQiJaij~iim$:liri:::1 

'::. :;:", ":::: 

• Taxpayers who determine an index for one 
segment of the inventory (a warehouse for 
example) and apply that index to other 
segments of the inventory (its stores for 
example). 

"'''''1.th,.,," results in the double-extension of a repre
sentative portion of its inventory, or that X has used 
other sound and consistent statistical methods. Thus, 
the index computed ... does not clearly reflect in
come." 

'.:Bassewas:·s retailer ~si'~gih! LIFO 
inventory. Basse had a pool 

containing inventory at both a warehouse and a 
number of stores. The goods located at the ware: 
house were the same as the goods at the stores, but 
in a different ratio or mix. Basse double-extended 
'00 percent of the warehouse goods in order to 
determine an index of inflation for the year. None of 
the goods located at the stores were double-ex
tended. Basse divided the end-of-year costs at the 
stores by the warehouse index in order to determine 
the beginning-ot-year costs for the stores. 

see SAMPLING SHORTCUTS ... , page 20 
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DUAL INDEX (EARLIEST ACQUISION) APPROACHES 
FOR VALUING LIFO INCR:EME:NTS"A 19,941$P UPDATE 

.' .:: In a Proposed. Coordl'nated Issue 'Paper released July, 1994 ..... 4fl.I" .... 

Method," the IRS/ISP addressed dual indexes. 
In the Alternative LIFO Method for Auto Dealers (Rev. Proc. 92-79), the IRS cleanly eliminated dual index 

approaches by providing that in valuing increments', the "specific id~ntification" method is required. This requires 
the current year cost of the items the,' to be to· actual cost of the 
specific new vehicles in ending . . 

all items in the ending i~~entOry'~ere "new" items; wouldn't thatprod~~ ~n Earliest AcqUi~itiO~ index of 1.000 
for the current year (Le., especially since there is no inflation in new items according to the IRS)? 

:: .... ,,',' .. ' ,', .. ' ':.. ': " 

contradict one another - not to me some of Tax Office's letter rulings and TAMs. 
The careless(?) use of technical terms and incomplete concepts allows the IRS to find some "theory" or way to 
declare any result it disagrees with to be out of bounds, unacceptable ... not fitting into "their" concept of LIFO. 

One puzzling aspect is the indiscriminate use in this Issue Paper ofthetechnical term "index" method 
of dollar-value LIFO. (Was the reference intended to be to the link-chain method?) An "index" method 
has a different meaning than the context in which it is used. The "index" method refers to a repricing 
process by which a representative portion of items in the ending inventory is repriced by comparing 
year-end prices with prices as of the base date ., the first first 
ofthis technical :: .: :'" .:: .' .' .': :: .:: . .:. 

" ::: :: . 

.... 
urn 

index and other dollar-value methods. 

,', .,'. ,'." " . 
of which is in direct contrast to the overriding dollar

. ... over the double-extension, index, link-chain, link-chain, 

Under the dollar-value method, "liquidations and increments of items contained in the pool shall be reflected 
only in terms of a run liquidation or increment for the pool as a wbole. Fluctuations may occur in quantities of 
various items within the pool, new items which properly fall within the pool may be added, and old items may 
disappear from the pool, all without necessarily effecting a change in the dollar value of the pool as a wbole." 
So long as the items properly fall within the pool, any further specific identity they might have for purposes of 
valuing an increment should be disregarded. 

An increment in the LIFO inventory occurs when the end-of-the-year inventory for a given pool expressed 
in terms of base-year cost is in excess of the beginning-of-the-year inventory for that pool expressed in terms 
of base-year cost. Apparently, the measurement of specific items within the pool is to be resurrected, according 
to the IRS/ISP view, in quantifying increment valuations. 

:::' \ ,:: ':;' .... "::: :: '::' :' ,', ': " 
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DUAL INDEXES FOR VALUING INCREMeNTS 
TEXT OF ISP COORDINATED ISSUE PAPER 

ISP 
JULY 1994 

The "index" method of dollar-value LI FO does om permit the taxpayer to use two indexes determined as 
follows: 

(a) One index to restate year-end inventory to base-year cost using end of the year cost for 
"current year cost." and 

'::' " : .... " 

"The use of a dual index method. per set is not wrong since the method. if correctly applied. produces 
accurate results. Mosttaxpayers. however. shortcutthe steps thereby the second index in q .' .... 
. ... . . . .. . . . ,.'.'" ... ~"t"'j ~'q'1 :~~~mjj~!rlig 

assumes no .ntl,o",.,.n 
is unrealistic. Moreover. this method 

is in direct violation of Regulation 1.472-8(e)(2)(iv) which requires that increments be valued using the ratio of 
the total current-year cost of the pool to total base-year cost of the pool. 

"This method. rather than valuing the increment at current-year costs. actually values it at prior-year costs. 
The method violates the LIFO election to use the earliest acquisition costs and it does not clearly reflect income. 
(See PLR 9332003). 

use nveniory"tur'n' method has several inherent flaws. One flaw is that it assumes a constant 
rate of inflation throughout the year. If inflation does not occur at a constant rate. the inventory turn method will 
not produce the same result which the earliest acquisition method described in Regulation 1.472-8(e)(2)(ii)(b) 
would produce. 

"The distortion is not limited to understatement of the index. The method could similarly result in a large 
overstatement of the index. This is because the amount and severity of the distortion is dependent upon the . 
actual rate of inflation throughouttheyear compared to an assumed constant rate. It would b~ quite rare. though. 
for the distortion to be zero. indicating actual inflation was at a precisely constant rate throughout the time period 
of the first purchases of a sufficient quantity of each item to equal the quantity in the year end inventory. 

"Another inherent flaw in the inventory turn method involves new items in the inventory. One of the reasons 
taxpayers elect the link-chain method is because they have a significant number of new items entering the 
inventory every year. This inherent flaw occurs because these new items are purchased throughout the year 
but not at a constant rate. The turn methdd assumes that not only is inflation constant but that items are 
purchased at a constant rate and mix throughout the year. 

"Most new items would be purchased (or produced) after the first inventory turn. If new items make up a 
material portion of the overall inventory. and the new items are not considered in the computation of the 
secondary index. the layer valuation index will be understated during periods of inflation. PLRs 9243010 and 
9251001 ... confirm that new items must be included in the computation of the annual LIFO index. They are 
important because in both cases the annual index was used to value the LIFO layers." * 
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Sampling Shortcuts", (Continyed from page 17) 

the application of the warehouse index to the goods 9251001 held that an inventory price index devel-
at the various stores would not clearly reflect income. oped by double-extending the cost of existing vehicle 
The Court agreed with the Service, holding that models could not be used to determine the LIFO 
Bassecould not usethewarehouse indexto compute value of "non-com parables" or new items. The 
the costs the exclusion of non-com parables or new items was 

In Basse, the taxpayer failed to prove that the 
warehouse index applied to goods located at the 
stores. Taxpayers may claim that they "conSidered" 
all segm 

index. 

":',' :.: 

Failure to prove this will, as the Court ruled in Basse, 
prevent the application of the indexes totheinvj .. nr,~rv 
not double-extended. . .. . . ..• 

some 
general language to recognize this exception pro
vided by Revenue Procedure 92-79 ... or was that not 
an oversight, but intentional?) 

The National Office has taken the same position 
for cases with similar factual patterns. L TR 9010002 
cited Basse and held that an inventory price index 
developed by double-extending the cost of new 
equipment could not be used to determine the LIFO 
value of used equipment. L TRs 9243010 and 

considered arbitrary, not a clear reflection of income, 
and in direct violation of the regulations. 

The Supreme Court,in Commissionerv. Samuel 
(~83 U.S. 223) stated . 

this language is sometimes simplified and referred to 
as the "T.S." doctrine.) 

The taxpayer clearly has the bu rden of proving its 
LIFO index. Treasury Regulations, which are legiS
lative regulations, place the burden of proof directly 
upon the taxpayer: 'The appropriateness of the 
method of computing the index and the accuracy, 
reliability, and suitabilityofthe useofsuch index must 
be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the district 
director in connection with the examination of the 
taxpayer's income tax returns." (Regulation 1.472-
8(e)(1 )) 

tt:!;m!!!··~!ip!iif,:!.1§,·:9ilpli:::!~9·!:!:§H~lii~li: the 
accuracy, reliability, and suitability ofthe LIFO index 
for a of its inventory, then the district 
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